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Introduction
The Heritage Foundation brands itself as a think tank of establishment conservatives; as
policy experts in the fields of economics and national security who align with the traditional
Republican Party. This branding is a façade, as Heritage regularly spouts hateful ideas that
are detrimental to LGBTQ individuals, women, people of color and low-income workers.
Scrutiny of The Heritage Foundation’s glossed-over extremism is needed now more
than ever: while the think tank has enjoyed considerable respect in Washington, D.C.
political circles and influenced conservative administrations for decades, its impact on
the White House has grown under the Trump administration. Heritage has established a
direct pipeline of Heritage alumni working within the administration; symbiotic policy has
materialized, as well.1
Heritage’s influence on the executive branch in particular is epitomized by Trump’s
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). This report will spotlight the extremist
policy positions Heritage holds, its influence over HHS, and, importantly, how this influence
is detrimental to Americans’ reproductive rights, human rights and access to health care.
The report will look first and foremost at The Heritage Foundation as an institution — and
the significant resources it dedicates to discriminatory policy proposals. It will look at the
broader network of individuals associated with Heritage in Washington, and how members
of that network who are currently working in the Trump administration may serve as back
channels for Heritage to influence policy. The report will identify individuals who previously
worked at Heritage — or have direct ties to the organization — and now work at HHS.
It will then analyze the HHS office with the highest density of Heritage alums, the Office
for Civil Rights (OCR). Finally, it will look at how closely HHS policy mirrors Heritage policy
recommendations and the impact that influence has in the following areas: “conscience
protection” and access to quality health care; birth control; LGBTQ discrimination; lifesaving
research that uses fetal tissue; and the family separation crisis and abortion rights of
migrant teens in government care.
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Who The Heritage
Foundation Really Is:
Extremism Just
Below the Surface
The level of influence that American think tanks yield in

Heritage has demonstrated
an adverse level of
influence over Republican
policymakers for decades
— largely without much
attention to its most
extreme discriminatory
policy positions.

federal government is no secret. These policy research
groups in the nation’s capitol have been referred to as

But these policy areas do not comprise or characterize

“governments in waiting.”2 They are considered “an

the majority of the think tank’s work. Heritage dedicates

important part of the Washington establishment.3 Yet

significant energy to extremist policy recommendations

these think tanks, which scholars such as Anthony M.

that hinder access to abortion and birth control and

Bertelli and Jeffrey B. Wenger agree have proliferated

discriminate against LGBTQ individuals. A cursory

governance, have “subjective” policy implications that

glance at its website, however, suggests otherwise. Of

are “intermingled with the normative ideas that these

Heritage’s sixteen overarching policy buckets, ranging

organizations represent.”4

from Economy to Government Spending to National
Security, just two suggest work on the themes of

This is where The Heritage Foundation comes in.

reproductive and LGBTQ rights. If a reader knew what

While it is by no means the only powerful institution

to look for, they might conclude that these issues fall

of its type in Washington, and certainly influential

under its Culture (the subcategories of which are listed

think tanks exist along the political spectrum, Heritage

as Gender, Life, Marriage and Family, Religious Liberty)

has demonstrated an adverse level of influence over

and/or Health Care (the subcategories of which are

Republican policymakers for decades — largely without

listed as Health Care Reform, Medicaid, Medicare,

much attention to its most extreme discriminatory

Public Health) policy buckets, but would otherwise have

policy positions.5 As Molly Ball of the Atlantic writes,

to rely on a search function.10

“The story of the conservative movement that has
come to dominate the Republican Party over the last
four decades is inextricably intertwined with the story
of The Heritage Foundation. In that time, it became
more than just another think tank. It came to occupy
a place of special privilege — a quasi-official arm of
GOP administrations and Congresses; a sponsor of
scholarship and supplier of legislation; a policy base
for the party when out of power.”6 And in large part,
the rest of Washington has treated it as such. Heritage
is regularly normalized by media outlets as a group
with legitimate expertise: within weeks of drafting this
report, Heritage fellows had been interviewed by The
Hill7and CNBC8 on economic growth, and by NBC News
on foreign policy.9
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Heritage dedicates
significant energy
to extremist policy
recommendations that
hinder access to abortion
and birth control and
discriminate against LGBTQ
individuals.
So we did just that. A search on Heritage’s website for
“abortion” on January 30, 201911 yielded 825 results,
tagged to categories ranging from “Life” to “Courts.”12
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A search for “contraception” yielded 279 results filed

care agency to deny service to non-Christian and LGBTQ

under “Religious Liberty” and “Gender,” among other

families. Miracle Hill receives government funding, and

issue areas.13

per HHS’ recent exemption, will be able to continue
operating while denying LGBTQ and non-Christians

These searches yielded content that in many cases

participation in its foster care program.18

— far from delivering so-called “conservative” policy
recommendations solely of limited regulations and

Heritage also consistently supports legalized

government — actively celebrate barriers to health

discrimination on the basis of gender and sexual

care and civil rights for vulnerable populations. One

orientation. It has repudiated legislation that seeks

recent Heritage commentary entitled “Good News for

to prohibit discrimination against LGBTQ people —

Americans Who Object to Obamacare’s Contraception

such as the Equality Act, which would amend “the Civil

Mandate” reads:

Rights Act of 1964 to include sex, sexual orientation,
and gender identity among the prohibited categories

“Those who cherish religious liberty can celebrate

of discrimination or segregation in places of public

a major victory this week. On Wednesday, the

accommodation.”19 Heritage dismisses these so-called

Department of Health and Human Services

“SOGI (Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity) laws”

published final rules that provide much-needed

as attacks on “reasonable actions” — like denying a

relief from one of Obamacare’s most egregious

young transgender student the right to comfortably

assaults on rights of conscience and religious

use the bathroom at school. In a report entitled “Sexual

liberty: the mandate that nearly all health

Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) Laws Are Not

insurance plans cover abortion-inducing drugs

Fairness for All,” Senior Research Fellow Ryan Anderson

and contraception.”

ignores the realities of systemic discrimination that

14

LGBTQ people face in the United States — writing that
More than fifty-five million women have access to

the true victims are anti-LGBTQ people:

birth control without a copay thanks to the Affordable
Care Act’s contraceptive mandate.15 The HHS rule that

“In the United States of America, people who

the Heritage commentary references would allow

identify as LGBT are free to live as they want.

employers to deny their employees coverage of birth

But SOGI laws… are not about freedom — they

control on religious or moral grounds. The rules were

are about coercion. SOGI laws are about forcing

blocked by a federal judge citing the extensive harm

all Americans to embrace — and live out —

they would cause to Americans — hours before going

certain beliefs about human sexuality… Heritage

into effect in January 2019.

Foundation experts have long opposed the

16

expansion of antidiscrimination laws to elevate
Heritage’s anti-birth control positions align with the

‘sexual orientation’ and ‘gender identity’ as

organization’s overt efforts to preserve traditional

protected classes. Where enacted, SOGI laws are

gender roles and patriarchal family structures. On

frequently used as swords to persecute people

February 15, 2019 Heritage hosted a Conservative

with unpopular beliefs, rather than as shields to

Women’s Network event entitled “Lean In to Love: Why

protect people from unjust discrimination.”20

Women Should Put Relationships First (Lessons from
Literature and Experience).”17

Anderson went on to host a Heritage event in March
2018 entitled “The Medical Harms of Hormonal and

LGBTQ people are a direct threat to the

Surgical Interventions for Gender Dysphoric Children.”

heteronormative status quo Heritage aims to protect.

He opened the panel — which was stacked with anti-

Another commentary focusing on “Religious Liberty”

transgender extremists — by invalidating and belittling

applauded an HHS decision to allow a faith-based foster

the trans lived experience. Anderson stated, “We
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shouldn’t be convincing children who believe they

As Ball writes, Heritage was once responsible for

are the opposite sex to undergo transitions… Most

recommending a mandate that individuals buy health

who believe they are trans end up identifying as their

care insurance; by 2013, it was using its action arm

biological sex in the end.” He went on to falsely claim

to spend half a million dollars on ads targeting 100

that gender transitions increase suicide attempts.21

Republican members of Congress should they not
support Heritage’s position of defunding Obamacare.27
This same action arm is now fueling a campaign to
force a vote in Congress on the so-called “Born-Alive

The Heritage
Foundation and the
Family Research
Council: Mirror
Images of Hate

Abortion Survivors Protection Act.”28 As Heritage has
become more extreme over the years, it has also grown
more powerful — ruffling the feathers of those very
establishment conservatives with which it was so closely
associated when the think tank was founded. Heritage
sponsored the Republican Study Committee’s annual
retreat29 (and was the only outside group allowed
there) until the organization was banned in 2013 over a
disagreement on legislation.30 Mickey Edwards, a 1973
founding trustee of Heritage, told Ball that the group’s

As demonstrated by Figure 1 (next page) Heritage’s

evolution “makes it look like just another hack Tea Party

policy positions are not dissimilar from those of peer

kind of group,” and that “respect for their [policy] work

organizations like the Family Research Council (FRC)

has been greatly diminished as a result.”31

that have earned hate group designation from the
Southern Poverty Law Center.22 For this reason, the

In June 2018, the New York Times ran a feature story

growing influence that Heritage has over Trump’s

on Heritage called “How One Conservative Think Tank

health department, which is charged with providing

Is Stocking Trump’s Government.”32 Jonathan

health care access and determining who is worthy of

Mahler writes:

care, is alarming.
“Heritage and Trump were uniquely positioned
to help each other. Much like Trump’s, Heritage’s
constituency is equal parts donor class and

The Heritage
Foundation and
the Right

populist base. Its $80 million annual budget
depends on six-figure donations from rich
Republicans like Rebekah Mercer, whose family
foundation has reportedly given Heritage
$500,000 a year since 2013. But it also relies on
a network of 500,000 small donors, Heritage

Journalists and watchdog organizations are just

“members” whom it bombards with millions of

beginning to acknowledge Heritage’s hateful policy

pieces of direct mail every year. The Heritage

positions on gender, LGBTQ rights and reproductive

Foundation is a marketing company, a branding

health care, as well as the group’s increasingly close

agency — it sells its own Heritage neckties,

relationship with the White House. For example, news

embroidered with miniature versions of its

outlets have reported the influence that Heritage has

Liberty Bell logo — and a policy shop rolled into

on Trump’s judicial and executive branch nominees;

one. But above all, Heritage is a networking

24

25

additionally, the group’s “Inequality of the Equality Act”

group. It has spent decades fashioning itself

panel caused waves based on its anti-trans sentiment.

into the hub of a constellation of conservative

26
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Figure 1. Policy Position Comparison Between The Heritage Foundation and the Family Research Council

The Heritage Foundation

ANTIABORTION

Family Research Council

Heritage Is Opposed to a Women’s Right to

FRC Believes Roe v. Wade Was Wrongly

Obtain an Abortion and Works to Undermine

Decided and Actively Works to Have the

Access to Reproductive Healthcare

Decision Reversed

“Since Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton effectively

“Few things touch on the sanctity of human

legalized abortion on demand, more than 58

life more than the practice of abortion. A

million children have been denied the right to

pregnancy should not simply be ‘terminated,’

life. For over forty years the pro-life community

as if it were something impersonal and

has worked to counter the devastating

problematic and it cannot be without physical

impact abortion has had on mothers, fathers,

and emotional consequences. A child in the

and their unborn babies, witnessing to the

womb is a distinct, developing, wholly human

fundamental truth that from the moment

being, and each time a mother decides or

of conception, a distinct human being with

a father pressures to end such a life it is a

inherent worth and dignity has the right to

profound tragedy. Abortion harms the mother

life. With pro-life majorities in the House and

as well, and deprives society of the gifts of the

Senate, and a President who has committed

unborn... The Roe v. Wade decision of the U.S.

to defend innocent life, Congress has the

Supreme Court, declaring abortion to be a

opportunity of a generation. Passing key pro-

constitutional ‘right,’ was without foundation

life legislation should be among the highest

in the text of the Constitution and thus was

priorities in the 115th Congress.”

wrongly decided, and we look forward to the
day when this grave error will be corrected.”

OPPOSES
ACA’S
BIRTH
CONTROL
COVERAGE

Heritage Prioritizes Anti-Abortion Ideology and

FRC Prioritizes Anti-Abortion Ideology and

So-Called “Conscience Rights” Over Access to

So-Called “Conscience Rights” Over Access to

Health Care

Health Care

“The Department of Health and Human

“FRC supports the right of health care

Services under President Obama decided to

professionals and organizations who have

require insurance plans to cover abortion-

conscientious objections to reject participation

inducing drugs, contraceptives, and

in or cooperation with the delivery and

sterilization. Commonly referred to as the

marketing of abortion or abortifacients,

‘HHS mandate’ or ‘contraception mandate,’

sterilization, contraception, embryo-destroying

that requirement conflicts with the beliefs of

research or treatments, or euthanasia. Neither

many employers, individuals, and religious

the state nor professional licensing bodies

organizations regarding the protection of

can be permitted to impose treatment or

unborn human life. They regard it as an

referral mandates which violate this right of

intolerable burden. The Supreme Court has

conscience.”

provided relief to closely held businesses and
to certain religious institutions. But as long as
the mandate is in place, many individuals and
organizations still face a disturbing choice:
Either violate their sincerely held religious or
moral beliefs or pay steep fines and, perhaps,
forgo offering or obtaining health insurance
altogether. When President Trump took office,
these people and those who sympathize with
them hoped that he would make religious
liberty great again... It’s past time for the
president to make good on his promise.”
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Figure 1. (continued) Policy Position Comparison Between The Heritage Foundation and the Family Research Council

The Heritage Foundation

Family Research Council

Heritage Falsely Claims Abstinence Education

FRC Endorses Abstinence Education

Programs Are Effective

Programs, Equates Consent-Based Sex Ed

SUPPORTS
“Teenage sexual activity is a major problem
ABSTINENCE- confronting the nation and has led to a rising
incidence of sexually transmitted diseases
ONLY
(STDs), emotional and psychological injuries,
EDUCATION and out-of-wedlock childbearing. Abstinence

With Pornography
“Despite a few naysayers, President Trump’s
return to an emphasis on sexual risk avoidance
education should be, and in many cases is, a
welcome relief to students and parents… The

education programs for youth have been

answer to keeping the health of our nation’s

proven to be effective in reducing early sexual

youth at the forefront of our nation’s priorities

activity. Abstinence programs also can provide

is not increasingly graphic and pornographic

the foundation for personal responsibility and

sex ed classes.”

enduring marital commitment.”

SUPPORTS
LGBTQ

DISCRIMINATION

Heritage Denies Reality Of LGBTQ

FRC Denies Reality Of LGBTQ Discrimination,

Discrimination, Claims That Protections for

Says Gay Rights Are Invasive, Harmful and Not

LGBTQ Rights Are Forcing Others to “Embrace

as Important As “Religious Liberty”

and Live Out” Homosexuality

“With increasing fervor, LGBT (lesbian, gay,

“In the United States of America, people who

bisexual, and transgender) activists are

identify as LGBT are free to live as they want.

urging local, state, and federal governments

But SOGI laws, including FFA, are not about

to expand the protected categories under

freedom—they are about coercion. SOGI laws

existing laws to bar ‘discrimination’—in areas

are about forcing all Americans to embrace—

such as employment, housing, and public

and live out—certain beliefs about human

accommodations—on the basis of ‘sexual

sexuality. They are not about protecting

orientation’ and ‘gender identity’ the special

the freedom of people to live as LGBT, but

protections found in SOGI laws: 1) are not

about coercing everyone else to support,

justified in principle; 2) are invasive and cause

facilitate, and endorse such actions. This is one

tangible harms; and 3) are coercive and cannot

fundamental problem in equating coercive

be reconciled with religious liberty.”

antidiscrimination laws with permissive
religious freedom laws. And imposing a bad
coercive policy on everyone while exempting
select faith-based institutions is anything but
fairness for all.”

Sources: Family Research Council and Heritage Foundation publications, accessed 2/21/19 23
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individuals and organizations united by their

Enterprise Institute (AEI) being delivered to Congress

opposition to government regulations — from

days after a related funding project had failed to get

taxes to gun control to environmental protections

enough votes. AEI reportedly “didn’t want to try and

— and socially progressive causes like same-sex

affect the outcome of the vote,” — hence the timing

marriage.”33

of the report. Weyrich and Feulner set out to create
a “different breed” of think tank that would explicitly

Indeed, Heritage is not trying to hide its influence

produce research to put conservative public policies

over the Trump administration. The “About Heritage”

into practice.35 As University of Pennsylvania Professor

section of its website boasts a Sean Hannity quote: “No

James G. McGann writes, The Heritage Foundation

organization on earth is a better supplier of innovative,

was the last model of institutions of its kind that

conservative ideas grounded in founding principles

emerged in the United States and “is characterized by

than Heritage.” Its “Timeline of Successes” states that 64

the politicization of think tanks.”36 McGann adds that

percent of Heritage’s “Mandate for Leadership” policy

as an advocacy-oriented think tank, with an array of

prescriptions were included in Trump’s 2018 budget,

accessible and concise policy books/positions (rather

regulatory guidance under the administration or are

than solely academic papers), Heritage is “better able to

under current consideration for action.34

influence policy and disseminate information

Indeed, Heritage is not trying
to hide its influence over
the Trump administration.
The “About Heritage”
section of its website
boasts a Sean Hannity
quote: “No organization on
earth is a better supplier
of innovative, conservative
ideas grounded in founding
principles than Heritage.”

among policymakers.”37
Lakoff writes of Heritage and its founding mission
to impact policy: “[They] have done their job very
well. People associated with them have written more
books than the people on the left have, on all issues.
The conservatives support their intellectuals. They
create media opportunities. They have media studios
down the hall in their institutes so that getting on TV
is easy.”38 Indeed, this year, McGann ranked Heritage
as the American think tank with the most impact on
public policy in 2018. McGann’s analysis measured the
organization’s resources, its utilization by policy elites
and the media, the number of policy proposals and
ideas generated, and adoption of said ideas into policy
to reach this assessment.39
This policy impact is reflected clearly in the nation’s
health department under President Trump. HHS

Heritage’s Hate
Finds A Home At
Trump’s HHS
The Heritage Foundation was founded in 1973 after
Republican congressional staffers Paul Weyrich and Ed
Feulner grew frustrated with a report by the American
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Secretary Alex Azar gave a speech at Heritage in
July 2018 praising the organization: “Heritage has
played a vital role in so many of the important public
policy debates of the last several decades. Many
administrations, including this one, have benefited from
your work on public policies that reflect the principles
of free enterprise, limited government, individual
freedom, traditional American values, and a strong
national defense.”40 This cozy relationship is not limited
to the funneling of many Heritage employees into the

8

administration; the think tank has come to serve as
a safe haven of sorts for likeminded individuals from
the administration. For instance, Charmaine Yoest, a
Family Research Council alumna who worked at HHS
before moving to the White House in 2018,41 has now
accepted a position at Heritage.42 Heritage has also had
historically close relationships with conservatives on the
Hill: Rebekah Armstrong, Secretary for Legislation (ASL)
within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Health
(OASH), attended at least two Heritage Foundationsponsored retreats as a House Republican Study
Committee staffer with the purpose of “[interacting]
and [discussing] pertinent policy details with outside
leaders.” Her involvement demonstrates the broader
reach of Heritage’s network across the conservative

Roger Severino
Roger Severino is director of HHS’ Office
for Civil Rights. He is perhaps the most
apt epitome of the Heritage-driven
ideological takeover at Trump’s health
department. Previously the director
of the “religious liberty” program at The Heritage
Foundation, he is an attorney primarily focused on
defending those who claim their “religious liberty”
has been violated for having to provide birth control,
serve LGBTQ people and perform abortions. Severino
has served as a direct liaison from Heritage to Trump
since the 2016 election, having worked as a policy
implementation member of the transition team just

right in Washington.

after leaving the think tank and prior to taking on his

The following six individuals are either Heritage alumni

a conservative “religious liberty” law firm that fought

or have close ties to the organization and now work
at HHS. They are charged with upholding programs
meant to defend civil rights and access to health
care — yet since January 2017 they have worked to
do the opposite, prioritizing far-right ideology above
the department’s mission. It is critical to note the
individuals connected to Heritage within HHS and how
they fit into a broader network in Washington, because
these relationships between the think tank and the
administration likely serve as back channels to

current role.43 He also previously worked for Becket,
extensively against the Affordable Care Act’s (ACA) birth
control law, and is best-known for its victories in Burwell
v. Hobby Lobby and Little Sisters of the Poor v. Burwell.44
Severino professionally disseminates his anti-abortion,
homophobic views in the name of religious freedom.
In 2018, the OCR director became one of the first
government officials in “recent memory” to speak at a
conference hosted by the National Right to Life, one
of the country’s largest anti-abortion organizations.

influence policy.

Severino told the assembled crowd, “Our president is

It is critical to note the
individuals connected to
Heritage within HHS and
how they fit into a broader
network in Washington,
because these relationships
between the think tank and
the administration likely
serve as back channels to
influence policy.

just getting started.”45

fearless when it comes to life and conscience… We’re

Severino professionally
disseminates his antiabortion, homophobic
views in the name of
religious freedom.
While at The Heritage Foundation, Severino
vehemently argued against funding for women’s
health organizations, writing: “Congress should not
make Planned Parenthood eligible for a raise. Rather,
it should bar Planned Parenthood and other abortion
providers from health care funding up front and
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redirect it to more comprehensive and life-affirming

Foundation, recently announced the dedication of a

health care providers. Such a move would reflect the

new dormitory for its interns: as Mahler writes, she

simple fact that Planned Parenthood has long since

“described the new intern dorm as an expansion of

disqualified itself from taxpayer money because

the think tank’s ‘base of operations’ against what she

of its callous disregard for innocent human life.”46

characterized as a ‘very determined and very well-

In 2016, he not only argued against Obamacare’s

resourced foe. They want to change America into

non-discrimination rule, but also advocated against

something she was never intended to be. And they

transgender individuals seeking medical transitions

might succeed if we don’t fight every single day of our

and abortion: Severino wrote that “maleness and

lives.’”53 In addition to YLP, Heritage conducts extensive

femaleness are biological realities to be respected and

outreach on college campuses: it has materials,

affirmed, not altered or treated as diseases” and that

newsletters and speaker requests specifically tailored to

the protections threatened “freedom of conscience” of

undergraduates available.54

anti-abortion health care providers.47 The same year,
he wrote that same sex marriage was the beginning of

This is no accident. As Professor George Lakoff of the

the “radical left’s” agenda to “coerce everyone, including

University of California Berkeley writes, The Heritage

children, into pledging allegiance to a radical new

Foundation was among a number of conservative

gender ideology over and above their right to privacy,

institutions founded in response to the 1970 Powell

safety, and religious freedom.”48

Memo. The memo’s author, Lewis Powell — who would
become a U.S. Supreme Court justice shortly thereafter

This is the person at the helm of the federal office that

— called upon conservatives to “keep the country’s

is charged with enforcing anti-discrimination laws,

best and brightest young people from becoming

health privacy laws and conscience laws.

antibusiness. What we need to do, Powell said, is set
up institutions within the universities and outside the
universities. We have to do research, we have to write

Maximos Nikitas

books, and we have to endow professorships to teach

Maximos Nikitas, a former Heritage
Foundation intern, is a Conscience and
Religious Freedom (CRF) analyst within
the Office for Civil Rights. His short
career has consisted of work at multiple

these people the right way to think.” And thus, in 1973,
Heritage was born.55 As Justin Talbot-Zorn, senior policy
adviser at the Center for Economic and Policy Research,
remarked: “Conservatives got this message
decades ago.”56

conservative think tanks for the Republican party and
on the Hill. Nikitas worked at The Heritage Foundation
as an intern in the summer of 2016 — during the same
period of time as Severino.49

Maya Noronha
Maya Noronha is special advisor within
OCR. Also an alumna of The Heritage

The Heritage Foundation’s internship program, dubbed

Foundation’s internship program, she

the Young Leaders Program (YLP), is expansive: its

worked as a legal intern at the think

2018 cohort had roughly 75 interns. As Emily Kopp

tank in 2011. Noronha is a lawyer

50

51

writes for Roll Call, YLP is a successful stepping stone

and anti-abortion, anti-birth control advocate. She

into positions within the federal government: “On-

was previously employed as the deputy director of

ramps to congressional staff positions for conservatives

the Republican Lawyers Association and a lobbyist at

include talent development programs funded by The

the anti-immigration group, Federation for American

Heritage Foundation, the Charles Koch Institute, The

Immigration Reform.57 In addition to working at

Federalist Society, the Tax Foundation and the Mercatus

The Heritage Foundation, she has also worked on

Center.” Kay Cole James, president of The Heritage

“conscience protection” laws for the anti-abortion

52
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group, American Center for Law and Justice, as well

protection” policy at OCR; this report will expand on

as for Rep. Steve Stockman, whose campaign once

these themes — to which The Heritage Foundation

released a bumper sticker reading, “If babies had

commits substantial resources — in more depth below.

guns they wouldn’t be aborted.”58 Noronha’s work for

And indeed, Noronha has maintained ties with The

Stockman included “coordinating [a] Congressional staff

Heritage Foundation while working for the Trump

briefing with [the] Pro-Life Caucus regarding proposals

administration. In 2017, she tweeted a photo of herself

to promote adoption and fatherhood.” She is a member

with the former chairman of Heritage’s legal center,

of the Federalist Society and the John Carroll Society of

Edwin Meese III.70

the Archdiocese of Washington.59
Noronha is also a member of the anti-abortion
and anti-birth control group Women Speak For
Themselves,60 which promotes the belief that “women
are disadvantaged respecting dating and marriage,
especially because of contraception and abortion.”
The group was created in opposition to Obamacare’s
requirement that employers cover birth control in
health insurance plans.61 It encourages members
to demonstrate and create “high-quality content”
(social media posts, letters to the editor, opinion
pieces)62 opposing birth control and the birth control
requirement.63 As a Georgetown student, Maya
Noronha wrote an article arguing that abstinence-only
education, as opposed to condom use, was the best
way to fight AIDS.64
In the past, Noronha has argued for prioritizing the
preferences of health care providers who have religious
or conscience-based objections to certain services over
the needs of patients.65 She has also claimed that it is
“unjust for a patient’s desire for convenience to coerce
a health care provider.”66 Furthermore, Noronha thinks
that abortion referrals make health care providers
“complicit,” “de facto moral accomplice[s].”67
As a special advisor at the OCR, Noronha is in a position
to make her narrow beliefs policy. During a 2018 visit
with Catholic University law students, she told them
that she was working on reforms that would codify her
extreme views on “conscience” regulations into law.68
In the same address, she told her audience that she
is proof you do not have to “check your faith” when
you enter the legal profession, but rather, let it guide
your work.69 Equity Forward has evidence Noronha has

Laura Trueman
Laura Trueman worked at Heritage as
director of strategic operations for the
Health Care and Entitlement teams from
2009 to 2015. She is now deputy director
of HHS’ Office of Intergovernmental
and External Affairs.
The Office of Intergovernmental and External Affairs
(IEA) serves as the link between HHS and the state,
local, tribal and non-governmental entities served
and affected by its programs, policies and initiatives.
The office advises HHS on local perspectives, helps to
coordinate and implement initiatives at the local level,
facilitates communication between HHS and local
entities and coordinates HHS’ ten regional offices. As
Deputy Director of IEA, Trueman is in a position to
influence the level of efficiency and priority with which
HHS family planning and reproductive health programs,
policies and initiatives are shaped, communicated
and implemented.
This influence is concerning given Trueman’s
anti-abortion views. She worked on the Reagan
administration’s Adolescent Family Planning Program,
which was created to serve as an anti-abortion,
abstinence-focused alternative to the nation’s only
family-planning program, Title X. Trueman has also
worked as a healthcare lobbyist. After six years at
Heritage, she left to serve as House Majority Whip
Steve Scalise’s policy advisor and liaison to conservative
groups.71 She is married to prominent anti-abortion
attorney Patrick Trueman.

been working on “religious liberty” and “conscience
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Laura Trueman wrote in a Heritage commentary that
the “lack of sexual restraint and fidelity” is a greater

Steven Wagner
Steven Wagner is the principal deputy

“threat” to women than pay inequality.72 She maintains

assistant secretary and acting assistant

an active Twitter presence, tweeting things like: “60

secretary in HHS’ Administration for

million babies have been aborted since Roe v. Wade

Children and Families (ACF). While not a

in 1973. Tragedy.”73 She has also stated approval for
several anti-abortion extremists, including discredited
anti-abortion zealot David Daleiden,74 of whom she
tweeted a photo of receiving a Family Research Council
award.75 Trueman has tweeted about her support for
so-called “conscience laws,” stating that no healthcare
provider should have to “violate” their beliefs to

Heritage alumnus, Wagner has attended
at least one event at Heritage in his official ACF capacity
and is married to a senior Heritage officials. He has had
a long career in Washington working on conservative
causes, including helping to develop Newt Gingrich’s
“Contract with America” which sought to preserve so-

perform abortions.76

called traditional “family values” and led to legislation

Laura Trueman wrote in a
Heritage commentary that
the “lack of sexual restraint
and fidelity” is a greater
“threat” to women than
pay inequality.

a long-time Republican pollster who has focused on

Judy Stecker
Judy Stecker is the HHS assistant
secretary for public affairs (ASPA).
Stecker joined HHS in April 2018. Over
the course of her career — which has
focused on communications, media
and politics — she has worked for conservative,
anti-abortion organizations including the American
Enterprise Institute and The Heritage Foundation.
Stecker worked at Heritage first as a consultant in 2007,
then as a senior media associate from 2010 to 2012.77
As the ASPA, Stecker is the health department’s primary
spokesperson. She represents and defends the agencywide rollbacks and threats to reproductive health. While
in her role, she has hindered transparency to the public
and the press with respect to HHS policies, including the
child separation crisis.78 In 2018, she is on the record
as having dodged and refused to answer reporters’
questions on HHS’ role in the crisis.79
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that decimated America’s social safety net. Wagner is
outreach to conservative religious groups. This is not
his first tenure at HHS; during a previous stint at HHS,
he suggested access to abortion allows sex-trafficking
victims to return to trafficking more quickly. Wagner
also said that HHS’ Office of Human Trafficking program
was “founded with the understanding that it was ‘totally
inappropriate’ to see abortion as a remedy to women in
need.”80
In his role at HHS, Wagner oversees multiple program
offices — including the Office of Refugee Resettlement
(ORR), which is charged with caring for unaccompanied
immigrant children and has made headlines for
denying the rights of young women in its care to
access full reproductive health care. The children
that were separated from their families by the Trump
administration are under Wagner’s purview, and
Wagner is overseeing a historically large number of
children in HHS care due to a decision by his deputy
that led to guardians fearing deportation if they claim
children from custody.81
He is also married to Bridgett Wagner, who is vice
president for policy promotion at Heritage. Bridgett
Wagner has worked at Heritage for over 35 years.
Equity Forward filed a public records request in
November 2018 for HHS officials’ calendars and
received a records response from the agency in January
2018 demonstrating that in October 2018, Steven
Wagner attended a Heritage event in his official HHS
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capacity (see Figure 2). Equity Forward, along with other
accountability groups such as American Oversight, have
sought out similar records for other HHS employees
and their contact with outside organizations to
little avail.82

In Focus: The Office
for Civil Rights

The creation of the
Conscience and Religious
Freedom (CRF) division
should under no
circumstances be viewed
in isolation from Roger
Severino and his former
employer.
Equity Forward filed public records requests with HHS

The Washington Post reported that HHS’ Office for

and received sequential records responses that

Civil Rights (OCR) under Trump “has been greatly

indicate Severino and Noronha’s direct participation

strengthening and expanding protections for health

in the launch of the CRF office (see Figures 3, 4, and 5

care providers who have religious- or conscience-based

in the Appendix).

objections to procedures such as abortion.” It went
on to say that “the makeover appears radical, one

Shortly after the CRF division was successfully launched,

that critics worry will jeopardize the care of pregnant

Severino met with HHS Senior Counsel to the Secretary

women and transgender individuals, as well as others

Paula Stannard, who has actively worked to roll back

who could be denied certain procedures.”

the ACA’s birth control mandate, demonstrating just
how involved OCR has been across policy areas in HHS’

Due to the fact there are three Heritage alumni working

purview (See Figure 6 in the Appendix).86

in OCR, and due to the parallels between the work that
the think tank and the civil rights office are undertaking,
this report pays particular attention to OCR and its
new conscience protection division. On January 17,
2018, as reported by Buzzfeed News,83 OCR announced
its new conscience protection division, to “protect”
health workers with “moral or religious objections to
performing certain procedures, including things like
abortions or sex reassignment surgery for transgender
patients.84 In reality, this division was created to allow

Policy Impact
The following policy areas relating to reproductive
health and human rights demonstrate the impact of
Heritage’s influence over the federal health department.

health workers to discriminate against certain patients.
The creation of the Conscience and Religious Freedom
(CRF) division should under no circumstances be
viewed in isolation from Roger Severino and his former
employer. Just months before Severino stated that
these protections for discrimination were a priority
for his office, Heritage released a report urging
the administration to implement so-called
“conscience protections.”85

“Conscience Protection” and Access
to Quality Health Care
On January 18, 2019, OCR’s Conscience and Religious
Freedom division announced its first enforcement
action: the results of an independent investigation
determining that California’s Reproductive FACT Act
— which would have required anti-abortion centers
to post information about the state’s public programs
that provide low-cost or free birth control and abortion

EQUITY FORWARD
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Figure 7. Heritage and HHS on “Conscience Protection” and Access to Quality Health Care

The Heritage Foundation

“CONSCIENCE
PROTECTION”
AND ACCESS
TO ACCURATE,
QUALITY
HEALTH CARE

HHS

Heritage Applauds Anti-Abortion Centers’

HHS Releases Unnecessary Enforcement

Ability to Influence Women’s Health Care

Actions to Double Down on Its Support for

Decisions With Biased Information That is Not

Anti-Abortion Centers’ Ability to Influence

Required to Be Medically Sound

Women’s Health Care Decisions

“Pro-life pregnancy centers are entities that

“OCR’s Conscience and Religious Freedom

provide support to women who are facing a

Division, established last year, conducted an

difficult or unplanned pregnancy and seek

independent investigation and determined that

to provide women with the support they

the FACT Act violated the Weldon and Coats-

need to give their children the gift of life...

Snowe Amendments by requiring “licensed

These centers are life affirming and often

covered facilities” to refer for abortion and

faith-based; they do not provide or refer for

violated the Weldon amendment by subjecting

abortions... the law requires unlicensed centers

“unlicensed covered facilities” to discrimination

that provide nonmedical services such as

by targeting them for burdensome and

counseling, education, maternity clothes, and

unnecessary notice requirements because they

baby supplies to post extensive disclaimers in

do not refer for or make arrangements for

as many as 13 languages that they are not a

abortion.”sex ed classes.”

licensed medical center. These notices must
be posted on-site as well as online and in print
and digital advertisements. The prominence
and size of the disclaimer—in addition to
being compelled speech—is so voluminous
that it detracts from a pregnancy center’s
primary message and is so extensive that
advertisements are cost prohibitive.”

Sources: Heritage Foundation and HHS, accessed 3/4/1987
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services as well as notices stating whether they had

fertility, and particularly burdens women of

earned a health care provider license or not88 —

color and women struggling to make ends meet.

violated the Weldon and Coats-Snowe Amendments.89

It is devastating that today’s decision will make

Roger Severino celebrated the action, saying, “Our

access to full reproductive health care more

violation finding underscores not only that California

difficult. We will fight for the truth women in

must follow the Constitution, but that it also must

California and across the country are owed, and

respect federal conscience protection laws when it

ensure they receive vital and accurate health

accepts federal funds.” The same day, HHS Secretary

information.”92

Azar gave a speech at extremist group Family Research
Council’s March for Life event, stating:

Adam Sonfield, senior policy manager at the
Guttmacher Institute, told Equity Forward in a February

“Just this morning we at HHS announced that

2019 interview that the CRF office’s enforcement action

the state of California is in violation of the

was “strange” given that the policy in question had

Weldon Amendment and the Coats-Snowe

“already been struck down by the Supreme Court.” He

provision that prevents discrimination against

continued, “I think the most notable thing about that

health care providers who refuse to provide or

was that they used it as an opportunity to redefine

refer for abortion services. That’s the first time

some key terms in existing law… They’re trying to argue

in history that’s been done, enforcing those

that requiring a notice on a clinic’s wall that says the

provisions… It’s really important, and it shows

state government has resources to help you if you want

I think what we’re trying to do as a pro-life

to get a different service counts as a referral under

administration, a pro-life, pro-science team at

the Weldon Amendment. And that is not how referral

HHS, is we’re really trying to protect two of the

is defined in the medical context… or pretty much any

most important and fundamental freedoms we

other context I’ve ever seen.”93

have. The first is the freedom of life and the
second is of conscience, and we try to make sure

OCR has not let up on this front since its California

that both of those are respected in everything

enforcement action; the office investigated a similar

that we do and in all of our programs.”90

case in Hawaii. After Hawaii’s attorney general decided
not to enforce Act 200 (similar to the FACT Act in

OCR’s action is particularly notable because the

California), Severino closed the investigation, stating,

Supreme Court had already struck down the California

“Although Hawaii should never have burdened the

law last June in National Institute of Family and Life

rights of nonprofits seeking to provide pregnant

Advocates v. Becerra.91 Fatima Goss Graves, president

women life-affirming options, we commend Hawaii for

and CEO of the National Women’s Law Center, in June

committing to not enforcing Act 200’s notice provisions

issued the following statement on the implications of

against anyone, in response to our investigation.”

the court’s decision:

Severino continued, “OCR takes allegations of
conscience violations seriously. We encourage other

“Pregnant women deserve the truth. But today,

states to take a hard look at their own laws and make

the Supreme Court eliminated a critical law that

sure that they do not violate federal conscience and

protected women from anti-abortion counseling

religious freedom statutes in health and

centers’ deception. Throughout the country,

human services.”94

anti-abortion counseling centers provide false,
misleading, or incomplete information, and

Notably, Heritage has weighed in on this topic. In June

frighten and coerce women to make certain

2018 it published a piece entitled “In a Win for Free

decisions about their health care options. This

Speech, Supreme Court Says California Can’t Force

deception endangers women’s health and future

Pro-Life Centers to Promote Abortion.”95 A different
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Figure 8. Heritage and HHS on Birth Control

The Heritage Foundation

BIRTH
CONTROL

HHS

Heritage Has Consistently Opposed the ACA’s

HHS Tried to Expand Exemptions For the

Requirement for Insurance Coverage of Birth

ACA’s Birth Control Requirement, Prioritizing

Control, Prioritizing the Beliefs of Employers

the Beliefs of Employers Over Access to

Over Access to Health Care

Health Care

“But as long as the mandate is in place, many

“The first of two final rules provides an

individuals and organizations still face a

exemption from the contraceptive coverage

disturbing choice: Either violate their sincerely

mandate to entities and individuals that object

held religious or moral beliefs or pay steep

to services covered by the mandate on the

fines and, perhaps, forgo offering or obtaining

basis of sincerely held religious beliefs. Thus,

health insurance altogether. When President

entities that have sincerely held religious

Trump took office, these people and those who

beliefs against providing contraceptive

sympathize with them hoped that he would

services (or services which they consider to

make religious liberty great again.”

be abortifacients) would be exempt from the
mandate and no longer be required to provide
such coverage... [The second rule] gives
nonprofit organizations, small businesses,
and individuals that have non-religious moral
convictions opposing services covered by the
contraceptive mandate protections that are
similar to the religious final rule’s protections

Sources: Heritage.org and HHS.gov97

for religious organizations and businesses.”

Heritage report on the topic stated, “Pro-life pregnancy

Since 2012, the ACA has required health insurance

centers are entities that provide support to women who

plans to provide full coverage of all FDA approved

are facing a difficult or unplanned pregnancy and seek

birth control methods as part of preventative care

to provide women with the support they need to give

coverage.99 And since then, religious organizations and

their children the gift of life.”96

employers with religious objections to the birth control
mandate have won exemptions through HHS and other

Birth Control
Another area where the “right to conscience” argument
has come into play at HHS is access to birth control.
Most recently, HHS’ attacks on contraceptive access
came in the form of rule changes to the Title X family
planning program, including a domestic gag rule barring
clinicians from referring their patients to abortion
services.98 But for years a major focus of groups like
Heritage has been insurance coverage requirements for
birth control.

federal agencies,100 as well as from Supreme Court
victories including Burwell v. Hobby Lobby. During this
time, multiple anti-abortion, anti-birth control lawyers
and advocates101 — many of them now key officials at
Trump’s HHS — were working to roll back the mandate
in the name of religious freedom.102
Following a May 2017 White House executive order
targeting birth control coverage,103 HHS put forth
two interim rules to roll back the ACA’s contraceptive
mandate in October 2017.104 One rule enabled
employers to claim exemptions for religious reasons;105
the other set up exemptions for “sincerely held moral

EQUITY FORWARD
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convictions.”106 In November 2018, the department

it can to “respect human dignity.” He reflected in

published final versions of these rules,107 formally

December 2018 on battles religious organizations such

allowing employers to deny insurance coverage of birth

as the Little Sisters of the Poor115 had had with the

control on moral108 and religious grounds.109 These rules

Obama administration over the contraceptive mandate,

were blocked by federal judges just days before they

declaring:

were set to go into effect in January 2019.110
“[The Little Sisters of the Poor were] dedicated
As Guttmacher Institute data shows, over 99 percent of

to being there for the elderly in their last days,

sexually active American women use some form of birth

literally, so they do not die alone so that they

control during their lives.111 According to the Kaiser

know that they are loved, so their life has

Family Foundation, in 2012, when the ACA birth control

dignity and worth… Instead of supporting this

requirement took effect, nearly one quarter of women

incredible organization, the HHS went after

were paying out of pocket for oral contraceptives; by

them, threatening to shut them down with

2016, just 2.7 percent were, as the median cost for the

millions in fines because they would not assist

IUD dropped to zero dollars. A reported $1.4 billion

in the provision of contraceptives to their fellow

dollars per year in out of pocket copays have been

nuns. I don’t know how we got to this place but

saved. In 2015, 10 percent of large non-profits (5,000 or

it is a very topsy-turvy world where that was

more employers) had elected for an accommodation

the official position of the federal government

under the ACA without challenging the birth

and the Department of Justice for years until

control requirement.112

very recently when we undid the contraceptive
mandate through regulatory rulemaking.”116

Sonfield has written about how cost can be extremely
prohibitive to contraceptive choice, particularly for

Severino’s former employer, Heritage, has made its

highly effective methods of birth control: “In the

stance on the matter clear: “But as long as the mandate

absence of the contraceptive coverage guarantee,

is in place, many individuals and organizations still

many women would need to pay more than $1,000 to

face a disturbing choice: Either violate their sincerely

start using one of these methods.”113 Later, Sonfield

held religious or moral beliefs or pay steep fines and,

told Equity Forward that parsing out the individual

perhaps, forgo offering or obtaining health insurance

level impact in terms of exactly how many people

altogether. When President Trump took office, these

would lose contraceptive coverage due to HHS’ moral

people and those who sympathize with them hoped

and religious exemptions is difficult, as it’s unclear

that he would make religious liberty great again.”117

how many employers and universities would use the
exemptions. However, he remarked, “It is pretty clear
that HHS’ estimates are very much a low ball. They are
essentially estimating that the only people that would
use the exemption are people that have already sued
[under the Obama administration’s rules]… which
is kind of bizarre.” In addition to the exact impact in
terms of the number of women losing coverage should
the exemptions clear the courts, Sonfield cautioned,
“We don’t know how public the decisions will be, or if
anyone aside from employees will find out about it.”114
Severino has made his support for expanding these
exemptions known, stating that HHS is doing everything

EQUITY FORWARD

LGBTQ Discrimination
The Office for Civil Rights, by design, is supposed
to protect the rights and liberties of all Americans.
However, Trump’s appointees — many of whom have
opposed marriage equality — have done the opposite
for the LGBTQ community.119 In January 2018, OCR’s
new conscience protection division was announced
to exempt health workers with “moral or religious
objections” from participating in certain procedures
such as sex reassignment surgery for transgender
patients.120 In October later that year, a leaked HHS
memo outlined the department’s efforts to establish
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Figure 9. Heritage and HHS on LGBTQ Discrimination

The Heritage Foundation

LGBTQ

DISCRIMINATION

HHS

Heritage Advocated for HHS to Grant a Waiver

HHS’ OCR Granted a Waiver to a Foster Care

to a Foster Care Program That Denies Service

Program That Denies Service to Non-Christian

to Non-Christian and LGBTQ Prospective

and LGBTQ Prospective Foster Parents

Foster Parents

“OCR specifically found that Miracle

“By casting judgment on Miracle Hill’s

Hill’s sincere religious exercise would be

religious beliefs and misconstruing them

substantially burdened by application of the

as “discriminatory,” the government would

religious nondiscrimination requirement...

be acting inconsistently with the Religious

requiring... Miracle Hill to comply with the

Freedom Restoration Act. If HHS should grant

religious non-discrimination provision of

Miracle Hill a waiver, it would represent an

45 CFR 75.300(c) would cause a burden to

important win for religious liberty and be a

religious beliefs that is unacceptable under [the

timely reminder of what religious freedom truly

Religious Freedom Restoration Act, or] RFRA.”

means. America is diverse precisely because it
allows everyone to live by their convictions. To
preserve and promote that diversity, Miracle
Hill must remain free to operate according to
its religious mission.”
Sources: Heritage.org and governor.sc.gov118

a new legal definition of sex, as assigned at birth
on the basis of genitalia, under gender protection
laws121 — an attempt to define transgender individuals
“out of existence” and no longer protect them from
gender discrimination in federally funded education

equality — have done the
opposite for the LGBTQ
community.

programs.122 And after granting a waiver to a federally

OCR is also the office responsible for interpreting

funded faith-based foster care provider that refuses

Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act — the anti-

to work with non-Christian and gay individuals,

discrimination provision. As Emma Green wrote

123

the

Washington Post reported on HHS’ draft budget request

for the Atlantic in 2017, “in 2016, under the Obama

to seek broad authority for funding these

administration, OCR clarified that the law bars

discriminatory groups.

discrimination against transgender people, or any bias

124

The Office for Civil Rights,
by design, is supposed
to protect the rights and
liberties of all Americans.
However, Trump’s
appointees — many of whom
have opposed marriage
EQUITY FORWARD

based on gender identity. While the regulation didn’t
resolve issues around sexual orientation, OCR made it
clear that it would investigate these claims to evaluate
whether actionable discrimination had taken place.
The regulation’s requirements for insurance coverage
have never gone into effect, though, and in December
2016, a federal judge issued an injunction blocking two
of 1557’s provisions.” She continued, “With patience
and bureaucratic will, Severino’s office could roll back
many of these Obama-era changes, and early evidence
suggests this is a priority.”125
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The American Civil Liberties Union has indeed been

The agency’s discriminatory foster care decision —

tracking the Trump administration’s subsequent efforts

among others — came months after the director of

to change the interpretation of 1557 in cases such as

HHS’ Center for Faith and Opportunity Initiatives,

transgender people seeking surgery related to gender

Shannon Royce, spoke at a Heritage Foundation event

transition.126 Sonfield told Equity Forward: “[Under

on foster care. She proposed the idea of waivers for

Trump,] Section 1557… has been very clearly challenged

faith-based foster care groups to address the issue of

on issues related to both on LGBTQ and reproductive

a shortage of foster care homes: “If you are engaged

rights, and obviously the intersection as well… It’s very

in fostering and adoption care, and there is something

clear they’re pitting LGBTQ rights against supposed

you believe substantially burdens your religious

religious rights — and pitting them up against each

expression, we would encourage you to file,” Royce told

other in a way where there can be only one winner.

attendees.”129 Critics call these waivers “religious litmus

This is an attempt by social conservatives to make some

tests” and a ways to a means to shut out LGBTQ and

of these things a zero-sum game, to say that we can’t

divorced parents.130

advance LGBTQ rights without somehow diminishing
religious rights, which should not be true. And it

This event is just one example of Heritage’s troubling

certainly should not be true if you think of rights in the

record when it comes to LGBTQ rights. As referenced

traditional way of defending against discrimination,

above, Severino argued against Section 1557 and

defending against problems — you know, as a shield —

transgender rights in his capacity at Heritage;131 and

rather than as you see now plenty of times — trying to

the think tank routinely takes positions belittling and

turn that into a sword instead to go after other peoples’

denying the discrimination gay Americans face: “In

rights, and that has clearly been the tactic here.”127

the United States of America, people who identify
as LGBT are free to live as they want. But SOGI laws,

As Hasan Minhaj of the Netflix show Patriot Act with

including FFA, are not about freedom — they are about

Hasan Minhaj put it, “Since becoming head of civil rights

coercion. SOGI laws are about forcing all Americans

at HHS, Severino has been pushing an agenda that

to embrace — and live out — certain beliefs about

discriminates against trans people...Under the guise of

human sexuality. They are not about protecting the

civil rights, Severino is trying to deny [trans] people legal

freedom of people to live as LGBT, but about coercing

protection.” He continued, “So if you’re a doctor who

everyone else to support, facilitate, and endorse such

doesn’t like trans people, or gay people, or a woman’s

actions. This is one fundamental problem in equating

right to choose… you don’t have to do anything that

coercive antidiscrimination laws with permissive

violates your religious beliefs, even if someone’s life

religious freedom laws. And imposing a bad coercive

depends on it… By cherry picking which civil rights

policy on everyone while exempting select faith-based

they’re enforcing and which ones they’re not, [OCR is]

institutions is anything but fairness for all.”132

redefining who is a protected class in America.”128

By cherry picking which civil
rights they’re enforcing and
which ones they’re not,
[OCR is] redefining who
is a protected class
in America.

Fetal Tissue Research
HHS and Heritage’s influence within the agency has
targeted Americans, many of them LGBTQ, through
its threats to research using fetal tissue. This type of
research has been used to develop vaccines for polio,
rubella, mumps and measles.134 Grants administered
through HHS have funded potentially lifesaving
research using fetal tissue to try and cure diseases like
HIV/AIDS, Parkinson’s135 and Zika.136
Despite the administration’s rhetoric that it is
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Figure 10. HHS and Heritage on Research that Relies on Fetal Tissue

The Heritage Foundation

FETAL
TISSUE
RESEARCH

HHS

Heritage Recommended HHS’ Fetal Tissue

HHS Abruptly Cancelled an ABR Fetal Tissue

Research Contract With ABR, Among Others,

Research Contract, Launched Audit of All

Be Terminated Due to Anti-Abortion Stance

Such Research In Light of “Moral, and Ethical

“ABR is among the entities under referral for

Considerations”

criminal investigation for possibly profiting

“After a recent review of a contract between

from the sale of fetal tissue from aborted

Advanced Bioscience Resources, Inc. and the

babies. Among its sources for fetal tissue are

Food and Drug Administration to provide

Planned Parenthood-affiliated clinics... The

human fetal tissue to develop testing

FDA’s decision to contract with ABR is troubling,

protocols, HHS was not sufficiently assured

to say the least... In the meantime, the sad

that the contract included the appropriate

reality continues: Unborn children are aborted

protections applicable to fetal tissue research

every day in clinics across the country, and

or met all other procurement requirements.

their body parts are divvied up and procured

As a result, that contract has been terminated,

by companies that in turn provide the tissue

and HHS is now conducting an audit of all

for taxpayer-funded research.”

acquisitions involving human fetal tissue
to ensure conformity with procurement
and human fetal tissue research laws and
regulations. In addition, HHS has initiated a
comprehensive review of all research involving
fetal tissue to ensure consistency with statutes
and regulations governing such research, and
to ensure the adequacy of procedures and
oversight of this research in light of the serious
regulatory, moral, and ethical considerations
involved. Finally, HHS is continuing to review
whether adequate alternatives exist to the use
of human fetal tissue in HHS funded research
and will ensure that efforts to develop such
alternatives are funded and accelerated.”

Sources: Heritage.org and HHS.gov133

committed to eradicating HIV,137 HHS cancelled a

In August 2018, Heritage Foundation Research

contract for fetal tissue research in September 2018

Associate Melanie Israel (who works in the DeVos

and opened an audit

Center for Religion and Civil Society, where Severino

138

139

of all federally funded fetal

tissue research. At least one government-run study of

also worked at Heritage) wrote a commentary criticizing

the sort was quietly shut down prior to health officials’

the FDA’s contract with Advanced Bioscience Resources

final decision on the audit

(ABR) for fetal tissue research.143 Six weeks later in

140

— halting active research

on AIDS in the process.141 The research at hand has

September 2018, HHS terminated its contract with ABR

been “instrumental in testing virtually all HIV therapies

and announced on ongoing audit into all fetal tissue

subsequently approved by the U.S. Food and Drug

research contracts.144

Administration since the 1990s.”142
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During the audit — which has yet to be resolved —

later admitted that they did not have any reunification

Heritage has continued to host events and put out

plans in place when the separation policy began.156 As

papers on the topic, including a November 2018 panel

court-mandated deadlines ordering reunification came

moderated by Israel featuring Dr. David Prentice and

and went,157 it became clear158 that HHS had lied about

Dr. Tara Sander Lee, both of the Charlotte Lozier

the existence of a central database to track children’s

Group.145 Prentice and Sander Lee’s organization is

whereabouts.159 No such tracking system existed, and

nothing more than an arm of the anti-abortion group

months after the courts ordered children be returned

Susan B. Anthony (SBA) List, which has extremely

to their families, many remained separated from

close ties to HHS themselves. A mere two weeks after

their parents.160

the Heritage panel took place, a House Oversight and
Government Reform hearing was held considering
alternatives to fetal tissue research — where Prentice
and Sander Lee were two of the three witnesses.146 At
both the Heritage panel and congressional hearing,

Abortion Rights of Migrant Teens in
Government Care

they spouted lies about medical science and research

The reproductive and constitutional rights of young

employing fetal tissue.

women in government care were also violated. In
October 2017, the ACLU sued HHS over ORR’s decision

Family Separation Crisis and
Abortion Rights of Migrant Teens
in Government Care
Family Separation Crisis
In April 2018, Trump’s Justice Department announced a
new “zero tolerance” policy for asylum seekers entering
the United States.148 This entailed targeting asylum
seekers who are parents and separating their children
from them at the border, which quickly spiraled into
a humanitarian crisis.149 HHS’ ACF, specifically ORR,
along with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS),
was charged with facilitating the policy. From May 5
to June 9, DHS reported that over 2,300 children were
taken from their parents and brought into government
custody.150 HHS was completely unprepared for the
influx of children in its care,151 and the agency’s facilities
quickly reached capacity, forcing a housing expansion
to military bases.152 Reports have surfaced of children
being sexually abused by staff members at ORRcontracted facilities.153 Even after being reunified with
parents, many children formerly in government custody

to block an undocumented 17-year-old girl detained at
one of their facilities from having an abortion.161 ORR
had refused to transport the teenager, “Jane Doe,” to
get the abortion — even after she had obtained proper
judicial bypass to undergo the procedure without
parental consent, and had private funding to finance
it.162 Furthermore, former ORR Director Scott Lloyd
reportedly instructed staffers to tell Jane Doe’s parents
that she was pregnant despite Doe’s fear of abuse
from her parents.163 While pregnant in custody, Doe
was forced to undergo “life affirming” counseling at an
anti-abortion center,164 to obtain a sonogram,165 and
was under intensive surveillance by guards.166 Later
that month, a federal court ruled that ORR was violating
Jane Doe’s constitutional right to obtain her abortion.
Doe was finally able to end her pregnancy after being
delayed unnecessarily by HHS for weeks.167
Jane Doe’s case was far from the only instance in
which Lloyd’s ORR sought to influence and deny
undocumented minors’ reproductive rights. He pushed
“spiritual counseling” and ultrasounds at anti-abortion
centers for minors in his care, has personally met with

exhibit signs of severe psychological trauma.154

teens to dissuade them from obtaining abortions,

The crisis was mired with bureaucratic failures: Children

abortion request from a young woman pregnant due to

that were separated from their parents were wrongly
designated as unaccompanied minors;155 HHS officials
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suggested abortion “reversals,”168 and refused an
rape with the argument that you cannot “cure violence
with further violence.”169 ORR has remained legally
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Figure 11. Heritage and HHS on Family Separation Crisis and Abortion Rights of Migrant Teens in Government Care

The Heritage Foundation

FAMILY
SEPARATION
CRISIS AND
ABORTION
RIGHTS OF
MIGRANT
TEENS IN
GOVERNMENT
CARE

HHS

Heritage Believes That Asylum Seekers Are

HHS’ ORR — Charged With Caring for

“Responsible” for Being Separated From Their

Immigrant Children Separated From Their

Children By the U.S. Government; It Also Has

Parents — Grossly Mishandled the Crisis;

Extremist Anti-Abortion Views

Worked to Deny Teens in Government Care

“Keep in mind that those parents would be

Their Right to Abortion

instantly reunited with their families if they

“For instance, three individuals with knowledge

did the right thing – volunteered to return to

of the operation said Lloyd made decisions

their native country. By breaking the law and

that complicated reunifications. For instance,

bypassing our legal immigration process, those

the office did not keep a spreadsheet tracking

parents are responsible for what is happening

separated families.”

to their children.”
“Each week, Lloyd receives a spreadsheet with
“Since Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton

detailed information on all the pregnant teens

effectively legalized abortion on demand,

in O.R.R. custody nationwide. (There were four

more than 58 million children have been

hundred and twenty last year.) O.R.R. staff

denied the right to life. For over forty years

members are now forbidden from allowing

the pro-life community has worked to counter

any of them to have abortions without Lloyd’s

the devastating impact abortion has had on

personal authorization.”

mothers, fathers, and their unborn babies,
witnessing to the fundamental truth that from
the moment of conception, a distinct human
being with inherent worth and dignity has the
right to life.”
Sources: Heritage and HHS.gov147

embattled on this front, with a federal court again

violence and sexual abuse seeking asylum in the United

ruling that ORR was violating unaccompanied teens’

States,173 which is legal under international law.174

constitutional rights to obtain abortions in
March 2018.170
Heritage Foundation Senior Legal Fellow Hans A.
von Spakovsky wrote a commentary last July entitled
“Family Separation Not Trump Administration’s Fault,”
in which he falsely wrote, “Keep in mind that those
parents would be instantly reunited with their families
if they did the right thing – volunteered to return to
their native country. By breaking the law and bypassing
our legal immigration process, those parents are
responsible for what is happening to their children.”171

This is the same analyst
who wrote “No Asylum.
Period.” in response to
many victims of domestic
violence and sexual abuse
seeking asylum in the United
States, which is legal under
international law.

This is the same analyst who wrote “No Asylum.
Period.”172 in response to many victims of domestic
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As referenced earlier in this report, Heritage’s stance on

means of direct causation. However, because these

abortion in general is retrograde:

same information gaps exist, accountability — through
calling out these correlations for what they are — has

“Since Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton effectively

never been more critical.

legalized abortion on demand, more than 58 million
children have been denied the right to life. For over

These correlations, in turn, demonstrate the kind

forty years the pro-life community has worked to

of organization Heritage actually is. Despite having

counter the devastating impact abortion has had on

branded itself as a beacon of the conservative

mothers, fathers, and their unborn babies, witnessing

establishment, Heritage is an extremist group

to the fundamental truth that from the moment of

with adverse levels of influence over the Trump

conception, a distinct human being with inherent

administration. The damage that its ideas and their

worth and dignity has the right to life. With pro-life

dissemination across the administration in the form of

majorities in the House and Senate, and a President

discriminatory policies have already caused is difficult

who has committed to defend innocent life, Congress

to overstate. The Heritage Foundation needs to be

has the opportunity of a generation. Passing key pro-life

called out for what it really is — the human rights and

legislation should be among the highest priorities in the

reproductive health of people across the United States

115th Congress.”175

and the world depend on it.

When Heritage’s immigration stances are viewed in
context of its backwards positions on abortion, it’s no
surprise that HHS’ reprehensible handling of a cruel
policy found support within the think tank.

Accountability,
Looking Ahead
Heritage’s impact on the aforementioned policy areas
should be viewed in the broader context of the Trump
administration’s transparency problem. Under Trump,
government agencies such as HHS have been largely
resistant to public records requests from Equity
Forward and other watchdog groups like American
Oversight. FOIA records responses are few and far
between, and most substantial information has been
produced due to litigation. This transparency problem
extends to the administration’s disparagement of the
free press. Due to information gaps resultant from
this lack of transparency, the connections this report
has drawn on between individuals associated with The
Heritage Foundation and the federal health department
cannot necessarily be viewed with policy outcomes as
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Appendix
Figure 3.

FOIA filed by EF 3/16/18, responsive records received from HHS 9/5/18.176
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Appendix
Figure 4.

FOIA Filed by EF 1/24/18, responsive records received from HHS on 7/23/18.177
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Appendix
On the day of the launch, the below celebratory email was sent by Noronha.

Figure 5.

FOIA request filed by EF on 1/24/18, responsive records received by HHS on 9/21/18178

Shortly after the CRF division was successfully launched, Severino met with HHS Senior Counsel to the Secretary
Paula Stannard, who has actively worked to roll back the ACA’s birth control mandate, demonstrating just how
involved OCR has been across policy areas in HHS’ purview.179
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Appendix
Figure 6.

FOIA Filed by EF 3/16/18, responsive records received from HHS 11/30/2018.180
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